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Six Word Stories

We visited the combustible genital exhibit.
Number 9, that's the fetus responsible.
Her helicopter wound is healing nicely.
The asshole doesn't need the head.
Preacher launches bible at possessed cripple.
Snack kid swallows dwarf stripper alive.
Claustrophobic astronaut needs to air out.
Blind cartoons never hear onomatopoeia coming.
Lunch lady's hands look like hamburger.
Which racing ambulance has bigger emergency?

There is a Power
Lone passenger in back of a white stre-tch limousine that is on fire.
Nobody is driving, the car cruises at a c r a w l
a downward spiral funneling into oblivion.
I look out the window with empty eye sockets.
The scenery changes, ruins of city
towering vegetation rising out of the disturbed earth
dwarfing every building like forgotten tombstones.
My lips, nose and ears fall away my face feels very thin.
I wither, crack, not even a husk,
only a pile of bone dust calcifying my clothes.
A man in a dark suit wearing a button that reads
'I LOVE MY FUCKING JOB'
waiting at the bottom of the d
o
w
n
g
r
a
d
e. He gets in back where I was seated and pulls out a straw
begins to snort my remnants like an earthen cocaine.
The
drip slides into his mouth
he spits what is left of me into the fire
surrounding death's baby carriage.

The meaning of life is camera flashes of mirrors in the dark
The dark in mirrors of flashes is camera life of the meaning
Is the camera of mirrors of dark life the meaning in flashes
Flashes of life is the dark mirrors in the camera of meaning
In the mirrors the life of dark camera is meaning of flashes
Life of mirrors the dark in meaning of the flashes in camera
The is in of meaning life flashes the dark of camera mirrors
Mirrors of dark in life flashes meaning is the camera of the
In the life of camera dark the flashes is mirrors of meaning
Of camera meaning the mirrors life in flashes the dark is of
The meaning of the dark in life flashes is camera of mirrors
Life meaning camera the dark is of in meaning of the flashes

